May 6th, 2022

Notice to our Retail & Online Customers

Badger Wire to Close
For over 85 years Badger Wire has been supplying Aluminium, Copper and Brass engineering
wire to a variety of industries.
It is our deepest regret to advise that Badger Wire will be closing its operations permanently
during the latter half of this year. Production will progressively wind down from June and we will
not replenish with new stocks as they run out with expected closure at end of August.
We have been forced into this decision due to a continued decline in sales volume in recent
years, forcing us to periodically downsize staff and capacity. More recently our demise has
become clearer, through the loss of key utility contracts who have chosen to tender their
tonnage of Aluminium and Copper wire ties to offshore supply. A situation that makes a
mockery of buying Australian and supporting local manufacture.
Badger wire is a wholesale manufacturer to other manufacturers . The retail and small order
sales available through our Online presence ONLY exists because it `piggy backs’ off the main
business. Once the main business closes there will be NO winding shop or material for an
ongoing small order sales to the retail market.
To provide some reassurance we are endeavouring to work with the wire industry to see if we
can get someone to take on our products to continue to supply. There will be no guarantees to
this and failing this the only real alternative will be imports, an incredibly difficult situation at
present.
We ask that you consider your future needs and ensure you place any purchases on us for your
last orders ASAP.
NOTE: Sales will be on a `first in basis’ so once individual product stocks are exhausted they
will NOT be replenished.
Although we offer small lots through our webpage any orders greater than 5kg per size will
incur special `wholesale’ kg pricing. (NB: This is for wholesale packs of 1 continuous length NOT
multiple cuts). Please email us if you wish this request.
Finally, it is a sad day it has come to this but we wish to thank you for your continued sales over
recent years.
Sincerely Yours
Andrew and Marilyn Corish
Proprietors
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